Boundless Desktop
Build, edit, integrate and analyze your geospatial data

Boundless Spatial is leading the way into the next generation of GIS
technology by delivering the ultimate open GIS ecosystem. Our unique
combination of technology, products and expertise helps you fully
optimize the value of your location data while migrating away from
closed, costly irst-gen GIS systems.

Boundless Desktop is a member of our family of open geospatial
software, letting you easily build, edit, integrate and analyze your
geospatial data. Open by design, Desktop easily integrates with your
existing GIS enterprise system or serves as a standalone solution.
Boundless Desktop is a full-featured, professional desktop GIS that supports the management,
analysis, visualization and dissemination of your geospatial data. Powered by QGIS, a proven
open source geospatial software, Desktop combines innovative open source projects with
premier support, certiication and security, giving you the control and tools to unlock your
location-based data for maximum bottom-line impact.

Boundless Desktop
With Boundless Desktop, it has never been easier to build, edit,
integrate and analyze your spatial data. Desktop gives you the
professional tools to perform all key functions (loading, editing,
authoring and managing) to transform your location data into a
true business asset. And by supporting a multitude of data formats,
Desktop lets you easily share your insights across your organization
or across the web.
Data at Your Fingertips

Unparalleled Insights
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Design/Author/Publish

Informed Decisions
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Workflow Modeling
Put your worklow on auto-pilot. Visually draw
inputs, GIS algorithms, and outputs and tie these
together into a processing sequence. Export your
model and share with others or export your model
as Python script and customize it. With embedded
worklow modeling, you can gain real-time
insights from your analysis.

Perform powerful analytics and visualize the results for
display or dissemination

Boundless Desktop
works cross-platform
on Windows, Linux or
on a Mac

Powerful Analytics

Work Cross-Platform

Boundless Desktop includes spatial analysis tools

Wish your GIS platform worked natively on

to discover patterns and trends invisible in reports

your Mac? Boundless Desktop is your answer.
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to be open, Desktop can integrate with your data
and infrastructure needs.

Extend Functionality
Desktop has access to an ecosystem of over
600 plugins—from route analysis to the ability
to easily create web apps based on OpenLayers
and the Boundless WebSDK—Desktop provides
solutions for virtually every GIS problem.

Boundless is the leader in commercially supported, open
source geospatial software. From consulting to training
to 24-hour support, the Boundless team is dedicated to
transferring our knowledge to you to ensure your success.
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